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Nearly every animal begins life as an egg. Some are
nurtured inside their mother’s body where they develop
into babies. But many animals lay their eggs.
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When Spring wildlife reproduction is at its peak, you may
be lucky enough to see baby animals in the wild. It is
perfectly natural for wildlife babies to be left unattended
by a parent—alone doesn’t mean helpless! Call our free
wildlife rehabilitation facility at 440-471-8357 to learn
whether an animal needs human assistance.
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During the day, mother rabbits leave their
babies unattended in shallow dirt nests
lined with grass and fur in order to avoid
drawing the attention of predators.

Feathered fledglings leave their nest to
learn how to fly, and practice by hopping
around on nearby branches or the ground,
also learning critical survival behavior.

Usually nocturnal, mother raccoons often
forage for food for their spring babies
during the day, and can be seen moving
their babies one at a time to their den.

Answers: Box Turtle (C) Hissing Cockroach (D) Bald Eagle (B) Bullfrog (A)
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www.lensc.org/baby-animals | wildlife.ohiodnr.gov
As a nonprofit we rely on your donations to
rehabilitate and care for an amazing array of animals.
Go to lensc.org/support. Thank you!

The nonprofit Lake Erie Nature & Science
Center educates and inspires each of
us to understand, appreciate and take
responsibility for our natural world.
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